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Initial feed-back...
14 Mar 2005
I think TDI is a unique and very interesting project. I would like so much to make something for
16 Feb 2005
it...
So, where are we going? What's happening? WhatHi,
can we do?
10 Feb 2005
It would be interesting to know what, if any, the bottlenecks are?
I still trust in open source drug discovery. :-))
The Wiki site contains many interesting ideas and potential avenues to explore,
Hello,
from what
I can at
see
it is lacking
an Action
Plan!
My name is Adam Huber and I ambut
a medical
student
UNSW
in Sydney
Australia.
Luca Brivio
I am interested in beginning research focused on tropical and infectious
Regards,
disease for underserved populations
(A mission that seemingly matches TDI). I am,
Jacob Lester
however, confused.
9 Mar 2005
If someone will tell me where to sign up and give me some research topics to
I'm a programmer, not a bioinformatician, but I stumbled across your site and thought I'd say something to keep
begin on, I'd be greatful.
the list active :)
Thank you kindly,
GNU started with RMS. He gave us programming/administration tools to play with.
Adam Huber
Linux started with Linus. He released an operating system for us to play with.
You need someone great in the field to release something for everyone to 'play with'. Then people start
sending patches...

19 Jan 2005

I know this is chicken-egg, but someone needs to point this out, since I haven't seen this brought up in the
papers or the website.

If we do the science well, I'm optimistic that the rest
of TDI will fall into place.

And you might consider merging into the bios.net effort mentioned already. Together, you just might reach the
critical mass for things to take off. Consider this like when people jumped off the HURD project to come
together and make linux work.
Daniel Amelang

Stephen Mark Maurer
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Open Source without a Kernel?
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Is it possible? ...

1. In silico drug discovery
2. Chemistry
3. Stem cell lines

NEXT STEPS

4. Phase I to III trials
5. Phase IV trials

AMBITIOUS GOALS

Maurer, Stephen M., “Open Source Drug Discovery: Finding a Niche (or Maybe Several) (April 2007)
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Drug Discovery pipeline
Cumulative cost
Success rate

Pre Lead
Target & Lead
identification

Year 1

Year 2

Lead
optimization

Year 3

Preclinical

Year 4

Year 5

Phase I

Year 6

Phase II

Year 7

Year 8

Phase III

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Registration

Target & Lead identification
Computational Biology
Target
Inhibitors
Compounds

Iterative Bio/Med chemistry
Validated hits

Leads

Drug candidates

Adapted from: - Nwaka & Ridley. (2003) Nature Reviews. Drug Discovery. 2:919
- Austin, Brady, Insel & collins. (2004) Science. 306:1138
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Drug Discovery pipeline
Cumulative cost
Success rate

shorter time...

Pre Lead

TDI

Target & Lead
identification

Year 1

Year 2

Lead
optimization

Preclinical

Year 4

Year 5

Phase I

Year 6

Phase II

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Phase III

+ Completeness of genome projects (eg, Malaria)
+ New and more complete biological databases
+ New software and computers (cheaper and faster)
+ Internet == more people == less cost
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Year 3

Year 10

R

TDI flowchart
databases of genome sequences
database of protein structures
virtual ligand libraries
PubMed, journals

other databases

sequence similarity searches
protein structure modeling
literature searches
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Non-Profit organizations
Open-Source + Out-Source = low cost business model
!" # $ !"% & ' ( " $
Exploratory

Discovery
Lead
identification

Lead
optimization

PSAC
antagonist

Dihydrofolate
reductase

Novel
macrolides

Pf enoyl-ACP
reductase
(Fab i)

New
dicationic
molecules

4(1H)pyridones
Backups

Cyclofarnesyl
sequiterpenes

Pf protein
farnesyltransferase
(Pf-PFT)

Falcipain
(cysteine
protease)

Next
generation
antimalarials

Entantioselective
8-aminoquinolines

Preclinical
Transition

Clinical development
Phase I

Isoquine
(improved
aminoquinoline)

Phase II

OZ + PQP
RBx11160/
OZ277
+ piperaquine

Phase III

Chlorproguanildapsone
(Lapdap)
-artesunate (CDA)

AQ-13 new
aminoquinoline

Paediatric
coartem

Pyronaridine–
artesunate

EuArtekin (dihydroartemisinin–piperaquine)

Novel
imidazolidine
-diones
MMV active support ended

MMV/GSK portfolio

New projects to be added
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to entice developers to create applications
for their product, possibly in the hope of
turning it into a ‘platform’. Some of them
have been quite successful at turning opensource into profits. Red Hat, for instance,
has attained a US$5-billion market cap from
selling support services for Linux.

!"#$%&$'()*$+()$,)-./0
If biomedical scientists could adapt the
open-source model, it could make a huge
difference to such projects as developing
drugs for neglected diseases, for which
needs23,
are2009
great but funds are scarce4 . Only
Thursday, July

has been accumulated. That knowledge
acquisition can take years or decades, with no
way to know at the outset whether the store
of knowledge at hand is nearly sufficient or
will require years of painstaking additional
research before innovation can thrive.
Software development is also simpler:
it spans only a few disciplines and has no
equivalent to clinical trials. For the most
part, a single programmer can master all the
skills needed to write a program from start
to finish. By contrast, drug development
requires coordination of multiple specialties
with little overlap. Biomedical knowledge,
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the achievements of others, and errors can
be patched without requiring the rewrite of
the whole program.
With drugs, onePreclinical
careDiscovery
S
LO
less worker
canLScompromise
years of work
costing Nitroimidazoles
tens of million of dollars. Azoles (Chagas)
(All) two industries follow different
Finally, the
Amphotericin B Polymer (VL)
Microtubule
intellectual
property
regimes.
Software
is
Inhibitors (HAT)
Buparvaquone (VL)
HAT
protectedGSK
by(All)
copyrights
that arise automatiConsortium
Fexinidazole (HAT)
Scynexis
Pace
Univ if nothing is
cally as Kitasato
code Natural
is written,
even
Substances
(HAT)
filed. Drug
research
isVL
protected by patents
Consortium
Advinus,
CDRI (HAT)
that are costly to file and
CDRI maintain, and
Eskitis Natural
for which
meeting
the
legal standards that
Chagas
Products (HAT)
Consortium
CDCO, harder.
define innovation
is much
IPK (VL)
Epichem,
Exploratory
Screening:
Anacor,
Chemroutes,
Univ of Ouro
Preto, Fiocruz,
IICB,
6 IRD,
LSHTM, MerLion
Otsuka,7,8
STI, TDR,
Univ of Antwerp,
Univ of Dundee
WEHI, and other
partners

Murdoch
Univ,
Univ of Ouro
Preto

123#4/(-)53$6%(73,%5"8$)3/3")59
Early efforts. Despite these differences, the
open-source idea has entered biomedical
made in bioresearch . The first inroads were
HAT: Human African trypanosomiasis
VL: Visceral leishmaniasis
expected.
informatics , as might have been
All: HAT,
VL, and Chagas
These efforts resulted in a collection of programs such as Biojava, BioPerl, BioPython,
Bio-SPICE, BioRuby and Simple Molecular
Mechanics for Proteins9, and inspired other
initiatives such as the Human Genome
Project, the SNP Consortium, the Alliance
for Cellular Signaling, BioForge, GMOD
and Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
BioBricks (some of these have the transparency and feel of open-source, although the
resources needed to get involved do not allow
all volunteers to participate; however, we still
call them ‘open-source’).

Clinical

Available to Patients

Paromomycin
(VL in Africa)
AmBisome
(VL in Africa)
Paediatric Benznidazole
(Chagas)
Combination Therapy
(VL in India)
Nifurtimox-Eflornithine
Co-Administration (HAT)

ASMQ (Malaria)

Fixed-Dose
Artesunate/Mefloquine

ASAQ (Malaria)

Fixed-Dose
Artesunate/Amodiaquine

An old idea. One could argue that there has
long been an active, if invisible, collabora- Munos (2006) Nature Reviews. Drug Discovery.
tive process akin to open-source in drug
13development, as, for some diseases, half10
of all prescriptions are for off-label uses .
Somehow, physicians share their ideas and

the target (and specific target sub-type) to
number of molecular targets, a comprehento identify potential new drug targets, it is
the effect of the drug must exist alongside
sive analysis of the US FDA’s Orange Book
essential that we establish with confidence
binding data. We were able to assign protein
(for primarily small-molecule drugs) and the
the number, characteristics and biological
Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research molecular targets believed to be responsible
diversity of targets of approved drugs.
for the efficacy of a drug to 1,065 of the
Drews and Reiser were the first to system- (CBER) website (for biological drugs) was
unique drugs. Where possible, we also
atically pose and answer this question, identi- performed. This analysis identifies in excess
recorded the particular domain in the protein
of 21,000 drug products; however, when
fying 483 drug targets1,2. Later, an analysis by
Hopkins and Groom challenged this figure
that binds the drug, as well as the known
duplicate active ingredients, salt forms, sup3
and suggested that ‘rule-of-five
’-compliant
sites/residues.
vitamins,
imaging
agents,
and so on
Overington,
Al-Lazikani plements,
& Hopkins.
(2006)
Nature
Reviews.
Drugbinding
Discovery.
5:993
drugs acted primarily through only 120 or an unknown
The literatureacting
is oftenoncomplex
in terms
are removed,
numberThe
is reduced
to only
antibody therapeutics
15 distinct
modethis
of action.
literature
4
underlying molecular targets . Subsequently,
the information
provided
about are
efficacy
1,357
of
1,204 are ‘smallhumanoftargets.
far,between
only
nine1989
targets
changes“...
frequently
indrugs,
terms
ofwhich
the knowledge
ofunique
361 new
molecular
entities approved
by
the So
FDA
and
2000,
targets.
in which a specific
in 2003, Golden proposed that all then- available
molecule
drugs’
and 166 are
modulated
by For
bothcases
small-molecule
and target
about drug
indications
and‘biological’
mecha- drugs.
76% targeted a precedented drugged domain and only 6% targeted a previously
5,6
26.8
. of
approved drugs acted through
273 proteinsnisms
biological drugs, with the differing agent
action, and so this information
7
undrugged
domain
...
”
By contrast, Wishart et al. reported 14,000needs toTable
types usually
be reviewed
regularly.
1 | Molecular
targets of FDA-approved
drugstargeting different domains
targets for all approved and experimental
or binding sites. This relatively small
Class
of
drug
target
Species
Number of
drugs, although they revise this number Efficacy targets of current drugs
number of jointly modulated targets
is targets
molecular
to 6,000 targets on the DrugBank databaseOn the basis of existing knowledge, we were
driven by both technical and commercial
Targets
of
approved
drugs
Pathogen and
324biological
website. In 2006, Imming et al. catalogued able to determine that all current drugs with considerations.
Forhuman
example, the
218 molecular targets for approved drug a knownHuman
genome targets
of approved
266 target
cetuximab and panitumumab
mode-of-action
act through
324 drugs drugsHuman
8
13
substances , whereas Zheng et al. disclose 268
domain
receptor
distinct Targets
molecular
drug targets.
Of these, 266
of approved
small-molecule
drugs the extracellular
Pathogen and
humanof the248
1.9‘successful’ targets in the current version ofare human-genome-derived proteins, and
tyrosine kinase EGFR (ERBB1), whereas
Targets of approved small-molecule drugs
Human
207
2.1
9,10
the
the small-molecule drugs gefitinib and
2.3Therapeutic Targets Database . Here,the remainder are bacterial, viral, fungal or
2.7
Targets of approved
small-molecule
Pathogen
227 of the
we propose
a consensus7.9
number of 324 drug
erlotinib
targetand
the human
adenine portion
other pathogenic
organismoral
targets.
Small- drugs
3 4.1
5.5
targets for all classes of approved therapeutic
Targets
approved248
oralproteins,
small-molecule
drugs
Human site of the cytosolic
186catalytic
ATP-binding
molecule
drugsofmodulate
of
1), reconciling earlier reports which 207 are targets encoded by the human
drugs (TABLE
domain within the same15receptor.
Rhodopsin-like
GPCRs
Targets of approved therapeutic antibodieskinaseHuman
Nuclear
into areceptors
current and comprehensive survey. The
genome (TABLE 1). Oral small-molecule drugs
Targets of approved biologicals
Pathogen and human
76
Ligand-gated
ion
channels
details of this target list, including the names
target
227
molecular
targets,
of
which
186
Drug
polypharmacology
Voltage-gated ion channels
are human targets.
It was clear from both our curation of drug
Penicillin-binding protein
Myeloperoxidase-like
A complicating feature of any such
targets from the literature and also dataSodium:
neurotransmitter
symporter
family
NATURE
REVIEWS | DRUG
DISCOVERY
VOLUME
5 | DECEMBER
2006 | 993
analysis is that many drugs have complex
mining of known affinity
values
of drugs for
Type II DNA topoisomerase
Fibronectin type III
targets (as abstracted in a large database of
and relatively poorly understood pharmaCytochrome P450
areselectivity
new the
tropical
medicinalfor
chemistry
literature17diseases?
cology, Where
and often limited
againsttargets
) that many
drugs show clinically relevant polypharFigure 1 | Gene-family distribution of current related proteins, and some targets are
macology (that is, they are ‘dirty drugs18).
drugs per drug substance. The family share as actually complex multimeric proteins with
Quite expectedly, closely related members
a percentage of all FDA-approved drugs is dis- variable subunit compositions and so on.
played for the top ten families. Beyond the ten If one makes the assumption that proteins
of the gene family will show significant drug
most commonly drugged families, there are a related down to 50% identity show related
promiscuity, and, as a result of the generally
further 120 domain families or singletons for pharmacology, then this list of 324 targets
similar function of these proteins, give rise to
which only a few drugs have been successfully expands to 604 genes for the
composite
pharmacology.
genome
11 human
Overington et al. How
many drug
targets arecomplex
there?. Nature
reviewsclinical
Drug discovery
(2006) vol. 5 (12) pp. 993-6
launched. Data based on 1,357 dosed compoThe point of genuine multitarget effects of
(comparison carried out against ENSEMBL
nents from >20,000 approved products, FDA,
14containing 29,679 drugs is well illustrated by several recently
December 2005. GPCR, G-protein-coupled genome June 2006 release
launched protein kinase inhibitors. Imatinib,
genes). Extending the analysis to include all
receptor.
Thursday, July 23, 2009
originally developed as a highly selective
close homologues (35% identity or closer)

Number
of
(new)
targets?
# targets?
PERSPECTIVES

Where at the pathogens targets???!!!

Predicting binding sites in protein structure models.
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Need is High in the Tail
DALY Burden Per Disease in Developed Countries
DALY Burden Per Disease in Developing Countries
Heart diseases

Rare diseases
DALY

Disease
Disease data taken from WHO, World Health Report 2004
DALY - Disability adjusted life years
DALY is not a perfect measure of market size, but is certainly a good measure for importance.

DALYs for a disease are the sum of the years of life lost due to premature mortality (YLL) in the population and the years lost due to disability (YLD) for incident cases of the health condition. The DALY is a health
gap measure that extends the concept of potential years of life lost due to premature death (PYLL) to include equivalent years of 'healthy' life lost in states of less than full health, broadly termed disability. One
DALY represents the loss of one year of equivalent full health.
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“Unprofitable” Diseases
and Global DALY (in 1000ʼs)
Malaria*

46,486

Trichuriasis

1,006

Tetanus

7,074

Japanese encephalitis

709

Lymphatic filariasis*

5,777

Chagas Disease*

667

Syphilis

4,200

Dengue*

616

Trachoma

2,329

Onchocerciasis*

484

Leishmaniasis*

2,090

Leprosy*

199

Ascariasis

1,817

Diphtheria

185

Schistosomiasis*

1,702

Poliomyelitise

151

Trypanosomiasis*

1,525

Hookworm disease

59

Disease data taken from WHO, World Health Report 2004
DALY - Disability adjusted life year in 1000ʼs.
* Officially listed in the WHO Tropical Disease Research disease portfolio.
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DBAliv2.0 database
http://www.dbali.org







Fully-automatic
Data is kept up-to-date with PDB releases
Tools for “on the fly” classification of families.
Easy to navigate
Provides tools for structure analysis

Does not provide a stable classification similar to
that of CATH or SCOP

Uses MAMMOTH for similarity detection
 VERY FAST!!!
 Good scoring system with significance

Ortiz AR, (2002) Protein Sci. 11 pp2606
Marti-Renom et al. 2001. Bioinformatics. 17, 746
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DBAliv2.0 database
http://www.dbali.org
Multiple

Multiple alignment result

DBAli
Search

Pairwise
Pairwise alignment result

Get all similar
e-mail
Table of structural similarities

Tools

DBAlit!

AnnoLite

AnnoLyze

Fast annotations result

Full annotations result

ModClus from list
Multiple alignment result

ModClus from chain
Special
pages

Structural Genomics
Download

SALIGN

Statistics

ModDom

Cluster results

Domain assignments
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AnnoLyze

Method

DBAli tools

Chain ID

Similar chains in DBAli
RMSD < 4A
% Seq Id >20%
% Equivalent positions >75%
p-value >4

AnnoLyze search
LigBase protein
ligands

Selection based on local
similarity
% Seq Id >20%
% Equivalent positions >75%

Ligands from
LigBase are
collected and
binding sites
annotated based
on the spatial
proximity to the
ligand

PiBase protein
partners
Interations from
PiBase are
collected and
interaction
patches
annotated based
on the spatial
proximity
between domains

HTML output
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AnnoLyze

Scoring function
Ligands

Partners
Protein Interaction Versus
Sequence Divergence
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Aloy et al. (2003) J.Mol.Biol. 332(5):989-98.
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AnnoLyze

Benchmark
Number of chains
Initial set*
LigBase**
Non-redundant set***

78,167
30,126
4,948 (8,846 ligands)

*all PDB chains larger than 30 aminoacids in length (8th of August, 2006)
**annotated with at least one ligand in the LigBase database
***not two chains can be structurally aligned within 3A, superimposing more than 75% of their Cα atoms, result in
a sequence alignment with more than 30% identity, and have a length difference inferior to 50aa
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AnnoLyze

Sensitivity .vs. Precision

Ligands

Optimal cut-off

Sensitivity (%)

30%

71.9

Recall or TPR

Sensitivity =

Precision (%)

13.7
TP
TP + FN

Precision =

TP
TP + FP

~90-95% of residues correctly predicted
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c

Comparative docking
2. Inheritance

co-crystalized protein/ligand

model

GFCHIKAYTRLIMVG…

1. Modeling

crystalized
protein

template
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Anacystis nidulans

Anabaena 7120

Condrus crispus

Desulfovibrio vulgaris

Expansion

Modeling Genomes
data from models generated by ModPipe (Eswar, Pieper & Sali)
100

% good
% bad

90

80

M. leprae
M. tuberculosis

70

H. sapiens

% modeled

60

C. parvum

P. falciparum
L. major

50

40

C. hominis

P. vivax

T. brucei
T. cruzi

30

20

T. gondii
10

0
0

5.000

10.000

15.000
20.000
Transcripts

25.000

30.000

35.000

A good model has MPQS of 1.0 or higher
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Summary table
models with inherited ligands
29,271 targets with good models, 297 inherited a ligand/substance
similar to a known drug in DrugBank
Transcripts

Modeled targets

Selected models

Inherited ligands

Similar to a drug

Drugs

C. hominis

3,886

1,614

666

197

20

13

C. parvum

3,806

1,918

742

232

24

13

L. major

8,274

3,975

1,409

478

43

20

M. leprae

1,605

1,178

893

310

25

6

M. tuberculosis

3,991

2,808

1,608

365

30

10

P. falciparum

5,363

2,599

818

284

28

13

P. vivax

5,342

2,359

822

268

24

13

T. brucei

7,793

1,530

300

138

13

6

T. cruzi

19,607

7,390

3,070

769

51

28

T. gondii

9,210

3,900

1,386

458

39

21

68,877

29,271

11,714

3,499

297

143

TOTAL
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L. major Histone deacetylase 2 + Vorinostat
Template 1t64A a human HDAC8 protein.
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L. major Histone deacetylase 2 + Vorinostat
Literature
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Apicidin: A novel antiprotozoal agent that inhibits
parasite histone deacetylase
(cyclic tetrapeptide!Apicomplexa!antiparasitic!malaria!coccidiosis)
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ABSTRACT
A novel fungal metabolite, apicidin [cyclo(Nworldwide routinely employ chemical prophylaxis to prevent
serious coccidiosis outbreaks. Resistance to currently available
O-methyl- L -tr yptophanyl- L -isoleucinyl- D -pipecolinyl- L -2coccidiostats is prevalent, and new anticoccidial agents are
amino-8-oxodecanoyl)], that exhibits potent, broad spectrum
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morbidity in livestock, especially sheep and goats (6), and
has been identified. It is also orally and parenterally active in
Copyright © 2004, American Society for Microbiology. All Rights Reserved.
species of Cryptosporidium cause widespread and rapidly transvivo against Plasmodium berghei malaria in mice. Many Apimitted diarrheal illness in several mammalian hosts, especially
complexan parasites cause serious, life-threatening human
calves, neonatal lambs and goats, and young foals (7).
and animal diseases, such as malaria, cryptosporidiosis,
In this paper, a novel natural product, apicidin [cyclo(N-Otoxoplasmosis, and coccidiosis, and new therapeutic agents
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transgenic specific
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P. falciparum tymidylate kinase + zidovudine
Template 3tmkA a yeast tymidylate kinase.
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P. falciparum thymidylate kinase + zidovudine
Figure 4. Ortí et al.

NMR Water-LOGSY and STD experiments
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TDIʼs kernel
http://tropicaldisease.org/kernel
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TDIʼs kernel
http://tropicaldisease.org/kernel

L. Orti et al., Nat Biotechnol 27, 320 (Apr, 2009).

L. Orti et al., PLoS Negl Trop Dis 3, e418 (2009).
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© 2009 Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved.

A kernel for the Tropical Disease Initiative

A Kernel for Open Source Drug Discovery in Tropical
Diseases

To the Editor:
Identifying proteins that are good drug
targets and finding drug leads that bind to
them is generally a challenging problem. It
is particularly difficult for neglected tropical
diseases, such as malaria and tuberculosis,
where research resources are relatively
scarce1. Fortunately, several developments
improve our ability to deal with drug
discovery for neglected diseases: first, the
sequencing of many complete genomes
of organisms that cause tropical diseases;
second, the determination of a large number
of protein structures; third, the creation
of compound libraries, including alreadyapproved drugs; and fourth, the availability of
improved bioinformatics analysis, including
methods for comparative protein structure
modeling, binding site identification, virtual
ligand screening and drug design. Therefore,
we are now in a position to increase the odds
of identifying high-quality drug targets and
drug leads for neglected tropical diseases.
Here we encourage a collaboration among
scientists to engage in drug discovery for
tropical diseases by providing a ‘kernel’ for
the Tropical Disease Initiative (TDI, http://
www.tropicaldisease.org/)2. As the Linux
kernel did for open source code development,
we suggest that the TDI kernel may help
overcome a major stumbling block, in this
case, for open source drug discovery: the
absence of a critical mass of preexisting work
that volunteers can build on incrementally.
This kernel complements several other
initiatives on neglected tropical diseases3–5,
including collaborative web portals (e.g.,
http://www.thesynapticleap.org/), public-

private partnerships (e.g., http://
www.mmv.org/) and private
foundations (e.g., http://www.
gatesfoundation.org/); for an
updated list of initiatives, see the
TDI website above.
The TDI kernel was derived
with our software pipeline6,7 for
predicting structures of protein
sequences by comparative
modeling, localizing smallmolecule binding sites on the
surfaces of the models and
predicting ligands that bind to
them. Specifically, the pipeline
linked 297 proteins from
ten pathogen genomes with
already approved drugs that
were developed for treating
other diseases (Table 1). Such
links, if proven experimentally,
may significantly increase the
efficiency of target identification,
Figure 1 TDI kernel snapshot of the web page for the
target validation, lead discovery,
Plasmodium falciparum thymidylate kinase target (http://
lead optimization and clinical
tropicaldisease.org/kernel/q8i4s1/). Our computational pipeline
trials. Two of the kernel targets
predicted that thymidylate kinase from P. falciparum binds
ATM (3´-azido-3´-deoxythymidine-5´-monophosphate), a suprawere tested for their binding
structure of the zidovudine drug approved for the treatment of
to a known drug by NMR
HIV infection. The binding of this ligand to a site on the kinase
spectroscopy, validating one
was experimentally validated by one-dimensional Water-LOGSY9
of our predictions (Fig. 1 and
and saturation transfer difference10 NMR experiments.
Supplementary Data online).
It is difficult to assess the
accuracy of our computational
predictions based on this limited
open source context, where results are made
experimental testing. Thus, we encourage
available with limited or no restrictions.
other investigators to donate their expertise
A freely downloadable version of the TDI
and facilities to test additional predictions.
kernel is available in accordance with the
We hope the testing will occur within the
Science Commons protocol for implementing
open access data (http://sciencecommons.
org/projects/publishing/open-access-dataprotocol/), which prescribes standard
Table 1 TDI kernel genomes
academic attribution and facilitates tracking
Organisma
Transcriptsb
Modeled targetsc Similard
Exacte
of work but imposes no other restrictions. We
Cryptosporidium hominis
3,886
666
20
13
do not seek intellectual property rights in the
Cryptosporidium parvum
3,806
742
24
13
actual discoveries based on the TDI kernel, in
8,274
1,409
43
20
Leishmania major
the hope of reinvigorating drug discovery for
1,605
893
25
6
Mycobacterium leprae
neglected tropical diseases8. By minimizing
1,608
30
10
Mycobacterium tuberculosis 3,991
restrictions on the data, including viral terms
5,363
818
28
13
Plasmodium falciparum
that would be inherited by all derivative
5,342
822
24
13
Plasmodium vivax
works, we hope to attract as many eyeballs as
we possibly can to use and improve the kernel.
Toxoplasma gondii
7,793
300
13
6
Although many of the drugs in the kernel are
19,607
3,070
51
28
Trypanosoma cruzi
proprietary under diverse types of rights, we
9,210
1,386
39
21
Trypanosoma brucei
believe that the existence of public domain
Total
68,877
11,714
297
143
pairs of targets and compounds will reduce
aOrganisms in bold are included in the World Health Organization (Geneva) Tropical Disease portfolio. bNumber of transcripts in
each genome. cNumber of targets with at least one domain accurately modeled (that is, MODPIPE quality score of at least 1.0).
the royalties that patent owners can charge
dNumber of modeled targets with at least one predicted binding site for a molecule with a Tanimoto score11 of at least 0.9 to a
and sponsors must pay. This should decrease
drug in DrugBank12. eNumber of modeled targets with at least one predicted binding site for a molecule in DrugBank.
the large sums of money governments and
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Abstract
Background: Conventional patent-based drug development incentives work badly for the developing world, where
commercial markets are usually small to non-existent. For this reason, the past decade has seen extensive experimentation
with alternative R&D institutions ranging from private–public partnerships to development prizes. Despite extensive
discussion, however, one of the most promising avenues—open source drug discovery—has remained elusive. We argue
that the stumbling block has been the absence of a critical mass of preexisting work that volunteers can improve through a
series of granular contributions. Historically, open source software collaborations have almost never succeeded without
such ‘‘kernels’’.
Methodology/Principal Findings: Here, we use a computational pipeline for: (i) comparative structure modeling of target
proteins, (ii) predicting the localization of ligand binding sites on their surfaces, and (iii) assessing the similarity of the predicted
ligands to known drugs. Our kernel currently contains 143 and 297 protein targets from ten pathogen genomes that are
predicted to bind a known drug or a molecule similar to a known drug, respectively. The kernel provides a source of potential
drug targets and drug candidates around which an online open source community can nucleate. Using NMR spectroscopy, we
have experimentally tested our predictions for two of these targets, confirming one and invalidating the other.
Conclusions/Significance: The TDI kernel, which is being offered under the Creative Commons attribution share-alike license
for free and unrestricted use, can be accessed on the World Wide Web at http://www.tropicaldisease.org. We hope that the
kernel will facilitate collaborative efforts towards the discovery of new drugs against parasites that cause tropical diseases.
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will increase as the number of experimentally determined structures
grows and modeling software improves. A protein model can
facilitate at least four important tasks in the early stages of drug
discovery [7]: prioritizing protein targets for drug discovery [8],
identifying binding sites for small molecules [9,10], suggesting drug
leads [11,12], and optimizing these leads [13–15].
Here, we address the first three tasks by assembling our
computer programs into a software pipeline that automatically and
on large-scale predicts protein structures, their ligand binding sites,
and known drugs that interact with them. As a proof of principle,
we applied the pipeline to the genomes of ten organisms that cause
tropical diseases (‘‘target genomes’’). We also experimentally tested
two predicted drug-target interactions using Nuclear Magnetic

There is a lack of high-quality protein drug targets and drug leads
for neglected diseases [1,2]. Fortunately, many genomes of
organisms that cause tropical diseases have already been sequenced
and published. Therefore, we are now in a position to leverage this
information by identifying potential protein targets for drug
discovery. Atomic-resolution structures can facilitate this task. In
the absence of an experimentally determined structure, comparative
modeling can provide useful models for sequences that are
detectably related to known protein structures [3,4]. Approximately
half of known protein sequences contain domains that can be
currently predicted by comparative modeling [5,6]. This coverage
1
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